Maintenance and break of immune tolerance against human factor VIII in a new transgenic hemophilic mouse model.
Replacement of the missing factor VIII (FVIII) is the current standard of care for patients with hemophilia A. However, the short half-life of FVIII makes frequent treatment necessary. Current efforts focus on the development of longer-acting FVIII concentrates by introducing chemical and genetic modifications to the protein. Any modification of the FVIII protein, however, risks increasing its immunogenic potential to induce neutralizing antibodies (FVIII inhibitors), and this is one of the major complications in current therapy. It would be highly desirable to identify candidates with a high risk for increased immunogenicity before entering clinical development to minimize the risk of exposing patients to such altered FVIII proteins. In the present study, we describe a transgenic mouse line that expresses a human F8 cDNA. This mouse is immunologically tolerant to therapeutic doses of native human FVIII but is able to mount an antibody response when challenged with a modified FVIII protein that possesses altered immunogenic properties. In this situation, immunologic tolerance breaks down and antibodies develop that recognize both the modified and the native human FVIII. The applicability of this new model for preclinical immunogenicity assessment of new FVIII molecules and its potential use for basic research are discussed.